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lntroduction

WT Capital makes two claims in its appeal: that the Torigians

should not have received an attorney's fee award under Civil Code

section 1717 because WT Capital was the prevailing party under the

contract and should have received the attorney's fee award; and,

that WT Capital should have received an award of attorney's fees

under the contract and Code of Civil Procedure section l"02L because

it prevailed on the torts.l The amicus disclaims any interest in the

latter of these,2 and asserts that that its interest is driven only by the

role of the declaration of non-monetary status:

For purposes of this Amicus Brief the only
relevant issue on appeal is simply whether
a trustee who timely files a proper
declaration of monetary status should be
held liable for attorneys' fees and costs
where the objecting plaintiff fails to prevail
on øny of the monetary claims that plaintiff
claimed to have against the trustee and the
trustee has not actively taken sides in the
dispute over the equitable claims.3

The amicus curiae's position is founded on two significant

euors. First, the amicus accepts the facts as the appellant states

them, but the appellant misstates the facts and ignores the inferences

the trial court drew in the Torigians' f.avor. Second, the amicus

1 See generally Appellanfs Opening Brief ('AOB').
2 Amicus Brief (" AB") at p. 14.
¡ABatp. 1.
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conflates the contract-equitable claims-which are subject to

attorney's fees under section 1717, with the tort claims, which are

not subject to fees under section 1717. In doing this, the amicus also

conflates the immunities-which apply only to torts-and the

malice required to avoid the immunities with the purely contractual

claims to which immunities do not apply,

And, critically, the amicus-misled by the factual errors-

misperceives the standard of review. The Torigians address the

standard of review first.

l. The standard of review is not de novo-it is abuse of
discretion.

The amicus contends the standard of review is de novo,

expressing that the "legal basis for - and right to recover - fees at

all" is the issue.a No. WT Capital asserts it was the prevailing party,

not the Torigians. The trial courfs determination of a "prevailing

par$" under Civil Code section 1717 is reviewed for abuse of

discretion. (Kachlona, Markowitz (2008) 168 Cal.App.4th 316,348-

349; see also Hunt u. Fahnestock (1990) 220 Cal.App.Sd 628, 633;

Harvørd Ina, Co. a, Gøp Stores,Inc. (1984) 156 Cal.App. 3d 704,715,

fn.8.)

The amicus also contends "the crux of the appeal is the legal

eff.ec{' of Civil Code section 29241 "on the right to recover fees

here."s Again, no. There is no disagreement about what 29241says,

¿ABatp. 1.
s AB at p. L, emphasis added.
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or what it means, in general. It relieves a trustee of any liability for

fees when the trustee files an unopposed declaration of

norunonetary status and the trustee is truly neutral. (Kachlon v.

Mørkoruitz, suprø,168 Cal.App.4th at 350.) The amicus is only

correct that the crux of the appealis "hare" -it is factual.

The question on appeal is whether the trial court correctly

concluded the Torigians prevailed as that is defined under Civil

Code section 1717 and the cases interpreting it. That matter is a

question of the courfs discretion. The cases the amicus cites are

inappos it e, (Consera øtor shþ of INhitley (2010) 50 Cal.4th 1206, 1213 -1,4

[explaining that evaluating whether the litigation satisfied the

standards for fees under the private attorney general act required de

novo review because the inquiry "amounts to statutory

construction" and as such is a question of law]; Cønter u. Chearon

USA,Inc. (2002\ 97 CalApp.4th 132,1."42 [propriety of award of

attorney's fees is question of law if there is no dispute of factl.)

ll. The amicus makes factual errors that result in its arguing a
point of law that is irrelevant.

The amicus specifically explains that the declaration of

norunonetary status is the critical inquiry when "it is later

determined that the plaintiff lacked a proper factual basis for that

objection" in which case, "the protections oÍ S 2924t(d) should still

apply to preclude an award of attorneys' fees on the equitable

claims."6 Even if true in the abstract, the factual premise does not

3

)

)

)

e AB at p,12, fn. 5.
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exist here. The amicus' failure to recognize the actual facts is the

crux of its problem.The Torigiøns did haue ø proper factuøl bøsis for tLæir

objection. The Torigians' objection was founded on facts

demonstrating that WT Capital was pursuing the foreclosure and

planning the litigation to secure the property all while it was

asserting nonmonetary status.T In the hearing on attorney's fees,

below, the trial court indicated, "Well,I'm not sure aboutthat,"

when WT Capital asserted the facts in the objection were found to

have been false.s The court recognized the objection was not følse;

but rather to the extent the facts formed the backbone of the tort

claims, the court had granted summary adjudication because the

acts were subject to a qualified privilege.e Additionally, WT Capital

waived any claim it might have had that there was no proper factual

basis for the objection-it failed to oppose the Torigians' motion for

leave to file an objection to the declaration of nonmonetary status.

The evidence presented after the fact (at the attorney's fee

motion) demonstrated that WT Capital was actively litigating the

matter before filing its declaration of nonmonetary status and

continued to actively litigate while it had an unobjected-to

declaration of nonmonetary status on file.lo

In seeking to distinguish the Torigians' case from Køchlona.

Mørkowitz, supra,168 Cal.App.4th 3L6, the amicus further claims that

7 2CT 211,-212
81 RT 27-28
e 12 CT 2803-2804
10 3 CT 501.;17 CT 3950-3963;17 CT 4019-4028
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WT Capital repeatedly asserted it was neutral.ll Other than citing

WT Capital's L5th Affirmative Defense, the amicus cites no

evidence-nothing in the record-to support its factual assertion

that WT Capital "repeated" that it "would remain neutral" and that

the Torigians and the trial court failed to pay attention.l2 In fact,

the court listened, and pointed out to WT Capital that the trial court

viewed those claims as wrong.ts The trial judge, who watched and

witnessed the litigation behavior of WT Capital, concluded WT

Capital had not comported itself as a neutral.la

The amicus criticizes the courfs holding in this regard,

asserting that the court had "forgotten" that WT Capital was

required to defend itsetl and asserting that'WT consistently

asserted that it took no position [on the equitable claims]."1s ltt

failing to cite any evidence in the record that the court had forgotten

a thing or that wT Capital was entirely neutral (and citing only wT

Capital's assertion of its 15th Affirmative Defense and referring

generally to pages 42through47 of the Appellanfs Opening Brief),

the amicus is ignoring the factual resolutions by the trial court and

the evidence supporting them:

In resolving the issue of the sufficiency of
the evidence, we are bound by the
established rules of appellate review that

11AB atp,13-1.4.
12 AB atp.13-1.4.
13 20 CT 4949-4950
14 20 CT 4949-4950
1s AB atp.5, fn2,

5
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all factual matters will be viewed most
favorably to the prevailing party [citations]
and in support of the judgment [citation].
All issues of credibility are likewise within
the province of the trier of fact. [Citation.]
In brief the appellate court ordinarily looks
only at the evidence supporting the
successful party, and disregards the
contrary showing. [Citation.] All conflicts,
therefore, must be resolved in favor of the
respondent. [Citation.]

(Nestle a. City of Santa Monicø (1972) 6 Cal.3d 920,925-26.\

The Respondents' Brief identifies a litany of facts (including

citations to the record) where the Torigians demonstrated that WT

Capital litigated the equitable claims.16 But in contrast, the amicus

relies on WT Capital's assertion of facts at pages 42 through 47, that

are either unaccompanied by citations to the record or are suggested

as alternative inferences to those that support the judgment. (Nestle

a, City of Santø Monicø, suprø,6 Cal.3d at925-26; In re Marriøge of

Arceneøux (1990) 51 Cal.3d 1130,1133 [A judgment or order of a

lower court is presumed to be correct on appeal; " all intendments

and presumptions" are in favor of the judgment.])

The amicus is ignoring the inferences and factual resolutions,

including credibility, made by the trial court in concluding the

Torigians were the prevailing parties and entitled to attorney's fees.

)

)

)

)

,)

-t

16 Respondents' Brief at p. 35-38
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A. TheTorigiøns pointeil out thøt aùileWT Cøpìtølwøs søying
the words, its øctions were significøntly ilifferent.

WT Capital's billing statements demonstrated that it incurred

$62,05L.00 in attorney's fees bgfore the Torigians motion regarding

the declaration of nonmonetary status was heard on April 15,2011.17

The order granting the objection was not filed until May 15,201'/.,,

and so if Civil Code section 29241applied-if WT Capital seriously

believed its declaration of nonmonetary status-it was not required

to participate in the litigation until May 15.t4 (Civ. Code2924l, subd.

(d) and (f).)

WT Capital's first appearance was a demurrer and motion to

strike,le even though these pleadings were unnecessary to invoke

the protection of Civil Code section 29241["Upon the filing of the

declaration of nonmonetary status, the time within which the trustee

is required to file an answer or other responsive pleading shall be

tolled for the period of time within which the opposing parties may

respond to the declaration. Upon the timely service of an objection

to the declaration on norunonetary status, the trustee shall have 30

days from the date of service within which to file an answer or other

responsive pleading to the complaint or cross-complaint."l This is a

f.ar cry from only "responding to complaints"2o or "merely put[ting]

into issue allegations about which the trustee had no personal

17 3 CT 501;17 CT 3950-3963;17 CT 4019-4028
18 zCT 469
1e 1 CT 101 et seq.,1.46 et seq.
20 AOB atp.42

7
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knowledge."27 In facg WT Capital demurred-not only to the tort

claims-but to the quiet title and declaratory relief claims.22 Why

demurrer to those causes of action if its intent was "to remain

neutral" "from the very beginning"?23

WT Capital refused to stipulate to a preliminary injunction to

enjoin the sale, yet inexplicably failed to respond.24WT Capital cites

its failure to respond as evidence of its neutrality-but instead, its

refusal to stipulate and therefore require the Torigians establish their

right to a preliminary injunction against it as well as against the

beneficiary, is evidence of no interest in remaining neutral, at all.2s

WT Capital engaged in discovery on the key issue for the

equitable claims of whether the Torigians paid off the $80,000 note

Shmavonian secured against the Torigians' property.26 In addition

to written discovery, WT Capital deposed the Torigians27 and the

initial trustee2s on the deed of trust. The only purpose of deposing

the initial trustee would be to discover facts pertaining to the

Torigians' claim the debt had been paid. WT Capital suggests that it
was "compelled" to "participate in the litigation"2e andlitigate

whether the note had been paid, explaining that fact was "highly

21 AOB atp.42
22 20 CT 117
23 AOB atp.4445
24 1B CT 4391.-4392: fl B; see AOB atp.42
25 AOB atp.42
26 18 CT 4392: I13
27 18 CT 4392: \ 13
28 18 CT 4392: I13
2e AOB atp.42

)

)
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relevant" to the tort claims against it.so But defending the tort claims

did not require WT Capital to prove the Torigians were wrong about

the paid note-defending the tort claims required WT Capital

demonstrate only that it was governed by a conditional privilege

and that the Torigians could not prove WT Capital had acted with

malice. (Civ. Code, S 47, subd. (c).)

When WT Capital responded to the operative complaintby

verified answer, it asserted its 15th affirmative defense,3l but that

was not all it did. WT Capital asserts that its answer and prayer

constituted only "putting in issue those matters about which WT

had little to no knowledge or which were contrary to the apparent

interests of record.' 32 Incontrast:

o WT Capital disputed the Torigians' claim for quiet title and

denied that the Torigians'were the L00% legal and

equitable owners of the real properfy at issue.33

o WT Capital denied that Shmavonian's enforcement of the

deed of trust was wrongful.e+

o WT Capital denied the Torigians'rights to declaratory

relief.35

o In its prayer, WT Capital prayed that the Torigians receive

no relief by their complaint.36

30 AOB atp.45
31 AB atp.13-1,4.
32 AOB atp.43
33 4 CT 738:137,822:137
34 4 CT 738-7 40:138, 822:138
35 4 CT 740-742:l[47,823:fl47

.)
9
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o WT Capital also raised affirmative defenses to the

Torigians'equitable claims including, failure to state a

cause of actiory estoppel, laches, unclean hands, waiver

and unjust enrichment.3T

After the Torigians' prevailed on the first phase of the

bifurcated trial on the Torigians' legal claims, the Torigians

suggested during a case management conference that the equitable

claims be submitted on the record, to avoid the delay associated

with an unnecessary second'phase trial, but WT Capital did not

agree.3e Thereafter, the Torigians asked if WT Capital would to

stipulate to the equitable claims, but WT Capital refused-it insisted

on a trial.3e In its brief, WT Capital revises history and suggests that

it appeared at the second phase trial only "reluctantly."ao hrsisting

on a trial on the equitable claims is not "remain[ing] neutral" or

"agree[ing] to be bound by the court's disposition of the non-

monetary claims."4l No wonder that-in the amicus' words-

"[n]either the lower court nor Respondents paid any attention."42

WT Capital asserts other points as evidence of its neutrality:

)

)

)

)

)

-)

36 4CT 829
37 4CT 825-826
38 18 CT 4393: 915
3e 18 CT 4393: !f s 17 - 18
40 AOB atp.43
41 AB atp,13-1.4.
42 AB atp.1.4.

10
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o WT Capital did not oppose the motion for relief under 473,

subdivision (b).+e No, it did not. It made no effort to

submit evidence to disabuse the trial court or the Torigians

of its litigation tactics or efforts.

WT Capital's summary adjudication motion was limited to

the monetary causes of action.44 True, but as trustee, it
would not have been successful in adjudication of the

equitable claims in its Í.avor, so no reasonable attorney

would have include the equitable claims in that motion.

WT Capital did not appear on the trial on the monetary

causes of action.au Aguit, true, but it no longer had

monetary claims pending against it, so why should it

appear?

The trial courtfound thatWT Capital "did nothing

wtortg" .46 That is a misstatement. The trial court found

that WT Capital's actions were protected by a qualified

privilege, and that the Torigians did not have sufficient

evidence to prove malice to avoid the privilege,4T hr fact,

the trial court found that WT Capital had aggressively, and

in a non-neutral manner, litigated against the Torigians.4s

I

o

O

)

)

)

43 AOB atp.43
44 AOB atp.43
4s AOB at,p.43
46 AOB at p.44
4712CT 2803-2804
48 20 CT 4949-4950

)
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One might ask, "Why? Why would WT Capital expose itself

to attorney's fees by aggressive litigation tactics?" There is no clear

answer in the record, except this: Shmavonian was in pro per.ae If

anybody was going to litigate the matter, WT Capital was the one-

it had lawyers and Shmavonian did not. WT Capital certainly could

have remained entirely neutral, and without inserting itself, allowed

the Torigians to prove the case against Shmavonian. There is

certainly no clear answer in the record as to why WT Capital did not

remain neutral, or indeed, why it "bought" this litigation by

substituting in as trustee when it knew the Torigians were

defending the nonjudicial foreclosure.S0

Based on this record, WT Capital did not merely defend the

Torigians tort claims but aggressively pursued the equitable claims,

taking the position that the Torigians did not pay the underlying

loan and therefore WT Capital had the right to foreclose under the

power of sale clause in the deed of trust. WT Capital continuously

resisted the Torigians' rights to equitable relief. Civil Code section

29241does not apply because (1) the Torigians objected to WT

Capital's declaration of nonmonetary status, and (2) WT Capital was

not a neutral party in this action.

4e See, e.g.,2CT 398
50 L CT 69 et seq.

)

l
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B, The triøl court exercised its discretion ønd concludeil theWT

Capitøl wøs not neutrøl in ìts conduct of thìs litigøtion.

The trial courÇ via direct calendar judge, observed WT

Capital's behavior throughout the case,51 and it was within the trial

courfs discretion draw inferences and conclude WT Capital was not

acting as a neutral, but rather was actively litigating against the

Torigians. Accordingly, the court correctly awarded the Torigians'

attorney's fees as prevailing parties under Civil Code section 1717.

Where inferences drawn by the trial court were reasonable, it is

irrelevant whether the evidence might also have supported the

losing party's version of the facts. (Nestle a. City of Sønta Monicø,

suprø,6 Ca1.3d at 925-26; In re Mørriøge of ArceneøurÇ suprø,5l Ca1.3d

at1133; In re Cheryl E. (1984) 161 Cal.App.3d 587, 598.)

lll. The attorney's fees awarded here did not arise from the
tort claims (from whichWT Capital was protected by
conditional privilege). The fees arose from the contract-
the deed of trust-and the privilege does not protectWT
Capital from its failures under the contract.

The trial court awarded the Torigians attorney's fees under

Civil Code section 1717.52 The right to fees under section 1717 arose

from the language of the deed of trust itself -the very document

upon which WT Capital was resting its power to foreclose. Fees for

tort claims are not subject to Civil Code section 1717. (See, e.g.,

Møynørd a, BTI Group (2013) 2'1"6 Cal.App.4th 984,993.) In fact, when

the trial court evaluates a claim for fees under section 1717, the

51 20 CT 4949-4950
52 20 CT 4949-4950

)

)

)

.)
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statute expressly requires that the court consider the liability on the

contractclaims only. (Hsuu. Abbarø (1995) 9 Cal.4th 863,876.)

Accordingly, the tort claims against WT Capital have no bearing on

the fees issue articulated by the amicus, regardless of who had won

the tort claim battle. (Ibid. [fees awarded to the prevailing party on

the contract regardless of the other, non-contract claims assertedl.)

A. TheTorígìøns preaøiled on the contrøct cløims ønd as such
u)ere entitled to øttorney's fees under the reciprocity
proaisions of section 17L7. Nothing øbout the trustee's role
suggests øny different result.

There is no question that had WT Capital prevailed on the

equitable claims -if there were an outstanding debt or if the trustee

sale had been proper-WT Capital would have been entitled to

attorney's fees. (Valley Bible Center a.WesternTitle Ins. Co. (1983) 138

Ca1.App.3d93'1,,933.) The deed of trust provides for fees to the

trustee or beneficiary:

To protect the security of this Deed of
Trust, Trustor agrees: ...

(3) To appear in and defend any action or
proceeding purporting to affect the security
hereof or the rights or powers of
Beneficiary or Trustee, and to pay all costs
and expenses, including cost of evidence of
title and attorneyrs fees in a reasonable
sum/ in any action or proceeding in which
Beneficiary or Trustee may appeat, and in

J

)

-)

)
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any suit brought by Beneficiary to foreclose
this Deed.s3

This provision has been in deeds of trust for many years. (See,

e.9.,lohns u, Moore (1959) 168 Cal.App.2d709,715 flanguage

appeared in a deed of trust dated 19511.) Because of the reciprocity

provision of section 1717, the Torigians were entitled to fees when

they prevailed, As this court explained inVølley Bible Center a,

WesternTitle Ins, Co, suprø,138 Cal.App.3d at933, "what is sauce for

the goose is sauce for the gander."

Other than as expressly provided in section 29241, there is no

recognized exception to Civil Code section 1717 for trustees:

(d) In the event that no objection is served
within the 15-day objection period, the
trustee shall not be required to participate
any further in the action or proceeding,
shall not be subject to any monetary
awards as and for damages, attorney's fees
or costs, shall be required to respond to any
discovery requests as a nonparty, and shall
be bound by *y court order relating to the
subject deed of trust that is the subject of
the action or proceeding.

(e) In the event of a timely objection to the
declaration of nonmonetary status, the
trustee shall thereafter be required to
participate in the action or proceediog.

(Civ. Cod e, $ 29241.)

)

)

)

_)

)

s3 4CT 773
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The statute cannot be interpreted as suggesting a trustee may

both actively participate in litigation and be insulated from a

monetary award. Nothing in the statute suggests that trustees are

immune to the reciprocal policy of Civil Code section 1717. The

court must reconcile statutes and seek to avoid interpretations which

would require the court to ignore one statute or the other. (Roberts a,

County of Los Angeles (2009) 175 Calfupp.4th 474,481. - 482.)

And nothing about immunities from tort cløims should result

in an exception to section 1717, either. The trustee inKøchlon a,

Mørkowitz, supr ø, 1" 68 Cal. App.4th at 35'1.-52, attempted this

argument which was dismissed by the court there explaining:

. There is "no relationship" between section 47 privileges

and attorney's fees under section 1717 because section 47

privileges limit tort liability, and attorney's fees are not

damages, but costs of litigation;

r There is "nothing in the in the statutory scheme regulating

nonjudicial foreclosure suggest[ing] a policy of

immunizing trustees from liability for attorney Í.ees,"

rather, there is only a limited procedure for trustees to

avoid attorney's fee liability; and,

o The legislature created privilege from tort liability for

trustees before it adopted section 29241 a mere year later.

In adopting2924l, it did not create a procedure to

immunize trustees from attorney's fee liability-it
instituted only a limited procedure.

)

I

)

)

J
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If trustees are so concerned about their liability for attorney's

fees - and so fearful that enforcement of attorney's fees provisions

will cause "the non-judicial foreclosure process [to] jam up, if not

grind to a halt" -trustees have an easy remedy. They control the

language of the deed of trust-not beneficiaries or trustors-so they

could simply take the attorney's fee provision out of the deed of

trust, But until they do, trustees carurot take the benefits of the

contract without the burdens.

B, The trial court did not mìsunderstøndWT Cøpitøl's role.

The amicus continues the argument asserted by WT Capital,

without authority or citation to the record, that the trial court erred

by failing to understand the limited role of WT Capital as the

substituted trustee on the deed of trust. Generally, WT Capital's

role as a trustee is irrelevant to its liability for attorney's fees under

the deed of trust except as it relates to the declaration of

norunonetary status. The Torigians objected to WT Capital's

declaration of nonmonetary status. WT Capital aggressively

litigated even the equitable claims. WT Capital did not prevail on

the equitable claims. As the losing par$ under the contract at

issue-regardless of its role as a trustee-WT Capital was liable for

attorney's fees.

While the amicus may be correct that a trustee is not the

arbiter of the dispute,sa the trustee certainly must remain neutral to

avail itself of section 29241because to do otherwise demonstrates

)

)

)

)

)

)

-)
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"that its objectives were not limited to defending against the damage

claims." (Kachlon a. Markozoitz, suprø,168 Cal.App.4th at 350.) The

amicus does not seem to disagree with that notion-its argument is

premised on the notion that WT Capital was neutral, but as

demonstrated above, the amicus is mistaken. BuÇ further, the

amicus' claim that the trustee had no right and was not equipped to

investigate is misplaced for three reasons.

First, WT Capital was not the trustee at the time it was

informed of the dispute-Chicago Title was the trustee.ss WT

Capital was merely Shmavonian's agent until the substitution of

trustee was recorded. The substitution'u¡as recorded after Debra

Berg (the Senior Vice President of WT Capital) metwith Andre

Torigian and understood his claims, and after she had received

correspondence from Mr. Torigian's counsel further explaining his

claims.56 Berg and WT Capital certainly could have refused to do

business with Shmavonian under the circumstances, and direct him

to the current trustee, but they did not. Instead Berg substituted her

firm in as trustee after hearing of the dispute.sz

Second, the agent certainly had opportunities to, and a right

to, investigate before it took on a disputed claim and substituted into

a matter that it could be reasonably certain would result in litigation.

The amicus' claims that requiring investigation in this factual

scenario would result in the "non-judicial foreclosure process []

55 L CT 52;5 CT 111.4
56 1 CT 69 et seq.
57 l CT 69 et seq.; 5 CT 1114

)
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jam[ming] up, if not grind[ing] to a halt" but that is not true. Again,

the amicus assumes facts. No agent is forced to serve as a trustee.

And an agent refusing to serve as a trustee when the facts suggest

the agent would be buying litigation will not bring nonjudicial

foreclosures to a halt.

Third, even if WT Capital had been the trustee at the time,

there were things it could do. The amicus cites no authority that a

trustee can lawfully pursue a foreclosure on a paid note, even if

instructed to do so by the beneficiary. (See, Munger a, Moore (1970)

11 Cal.App.3d L, 8 [trustee liable for refusing to accept trustor's

tender and pursuing wrongful foreclosure on advice of beneficiary].)

Understanding there was a bona fide dispute regarding

payment on the underlying loan, WT Capital could have suspended

the nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings under Civil Code section

29249, subdivision (c)(f)p). Alternatively, WT Capital could have

commenced an action for declaratory reliel to determine its rights to

foreclose under the deed of trust. Instead, WT Capital took further

steps to align itself with the beneficiary, notice a trustee sale,se *r¿

execute and record a substitution of trustee.se

Conclusion

The amicus curiae's brief offers little to assist the court

because it fails to recognize that, when considering issues of fact,

this court must view facts most favorably to the prevailing party,

s8 4 CT 901
5e 1 CT 130

-)

l

)
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)
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accept those findings of the trial court based on credibility, and

resolve all inferences and conflicts in favor of the Torigians. The

factual predicate of the amicus'position simply does not exist.

Additionally, there is no basis for the claim that trustees

should be treated differentþ than other parties to a contract for the

purposes of section 1717.

Dated: fanuary 20,2015 Respectfullysubmitted,

W
Catherine E. Bennett
David f. Cooper
Connie M. Parker
Attorneys for Respondents,
the Torigians
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